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Ferroelectric phase transition, ionicity condensation, and multicriticality in charge-transfer
organic complexes
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To elucidate a pressure-temperature phase diagram of the quasi-one-dimensional mixed-stack charge-transfer
complex tetrathiafulvalene-P-chloranil ~TTF-CA!, we study the quasi-one-dimensional spin-1 Blume-Emery-
Griffiths model. In addition to the local charge-transfer energy (D) and the inter-stack polar~dipole-dipole!
interaction (J'), we take account of the interstack electrostriction~Coulomb-lattice coupling!. Using the
self-consistent chain-mean-field theory, where the intra-stack degrees of freedom are exactly treated by the
transfer-matrix method, we reproduce the gas-liquid-solid like phase diagram corresponding to the neutral (N),
paraelectric ionic (I para), and ferroelectric ionic (I ferro) phases, respectively. Our classical model describes an
essential point of the multicritical behavior of TTF-CA, i.e., the interchain electrostriction exclusively enhances
the charge concentration~ionicity condensation!, but does not affect the interchain ferroelectric coupling. This
effect leads to appearance of the intermediateI para phase in between theN and I ferro phases on theD-T phase
diagram.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the ‘‘critical phase control technology,’’ condensed m
lecular materials play quite a promising role, because m
lecular orbitals and stacking architecture are manipulable
desirable way. To elucidate interrelation of constituent m
lecular structures and emergence of various@thermodyna
phases such as superconductivity, magnetism, and ferro
tricity is of great interest there. A neutral-to-ionic phase tra
sition ~NIT! in quasi-one-dimensional charge-transfer~CT!
complexes comprising mixed-stack architecture of elect
donor~D! and accepter~A! molecules1 has played a key role
in this field.

In particular, phase control by pressure2,3 or laser
radiation4,3 in the tetrathiafulvalene-p-chloranil ~TTF-CA!,
which exhibits the NIT around 80 K at ambient pressure,
attracted a great deal of interest. Very recently, Colletet al.,5

using highly refined time-resolved x-ray diffraction tec
nique, have reported direct observation of a photoindu
paraelectric-to-ferroelectric structural order in the crystal.
the ionic phase, the D1A2 pair forms a dimer due to the
electrostatic instability6 or subsequent spin-Peier
instability.7 The ionized dimer on the DA chain carries
local electric dipole momentp with opposite directions de
pending on the dimerization patternsD1A2 or A2D1. Once
p acquires a macroscopic mean valueh5^p&Þ0, a sponta-
neous inversion symmetry breaking~SISB! occurs and the
system undergoes a phase transition to a ferroelectric-i
(I ferro) phase. The ionic phase itself is simply described
ionicity condensationc5^p2&;1. Sinceh is a symmetry-
breaking order parameter but cis not, we expect thath and
c play separate roles. The appearance of two distinct o
parametersh andc is a direct consequence of the degenera
of the two configurations of dimerization pattern, I
(•••D1A2D1A2

•••) and IB (•••A2D1A2D1
•••).
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Recently, the respective roles ofc andh have been high-
lighted in both equilibrium2 and nonequilibrium3 processes.
Using the neutron diffraction along with nuclear-quadrupo
resonance measurements, Leme´e-Cailleau et al.2 found a
phase wherethe system is ionic but dipoles remain diso
dered, i.e., a paraelectric ionic (I para) phase. They proposed
pressure-temperature phase diagram of TTF-CA, where
N, I para, and I ferro phases are like gas, liquid, and sol
phases, respectively. The ferroelectric order is well signa
by the appearance of (0,2k11,0) Bragg peaks that indicat
the inversion symmetry breaking. The ‘‘sublimation’’ lin
separating theN and I ferro phases continues up to a trip
point (Pt ,Tt);(500 MPa, 210 K). Above the triple point, in
addition to the ‘‘crystallization~or melting!’’ line, there ap-
pears a ‘‘condensation’’ line separating theI paraandN phases
accompanied by a concomitant discontinuous change oc,
ending at a critical point (Pc ,Tc);(700 MPa, 250 K). The
purpose of this paper is to give a qualitative understanding
this phase diagram, as we later calculate in Fig. 5.

Since the SISB is prohibited by thermal fluctuations in
purely one-dimensional stack, interstack coupling is requi
to realize the SISB. In addition, the experimental observat
strongly indicates that electronic and lattice degrees of fr
dom are coupled with each other in a unique manner. Tha
to say, upon crossing the transition lines in the gas-liqu
solid like phase diagram,2,3 the unit cell parameterb ~for the
axis perpendicular to the stack! exhibits about 0.5% discon
tinuous contraction at the condensation transition but exh
its continuous contraction at the crystallization transition.
the other hand, the unit cell parametera ~for the stacking
axis! exhibits only continuous contraction at the conden
tion transition and below it remains almost constant.3 Now
we are ready to ask the question:~1! what kind of interstack
interactions are responsible for the occurrence of theI ferro
phase, and~2! how the lattice anomalies are coupled to t
phase transitions ?
©2004 The American Physical Society15-1
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As for the first question, Lutyet al.3,8 stressed that the
interstack non-polar coupling7 alone cannot drive the ferro
electric ordering and thedipolar coupling plays an essentia
role. As for the second question, Kawamotoet al.9 took ac-
count of the charge distribution on the atoms inside e
molecule by anab initio quantum chemical method and el
cidated the importance of interstack Coulomb attract
;20.14 eV, which may cause interstack electrostrict
~Coulomb-lattice coupling!.

II. QUASI-ONE-DIMENSIONAL BLUME-EMERY-
GRIFFITHS MODEL AND INTERCHAIN MEAN-FIELD

THEORY

Now we shall set up a model. The ground-state energ
the mixed stacks has three minima as a function of
dimerization displacement, i.e., theN and the degenerate IA
and IB states. The three states may be described by
spin-1 Ising variablepi , j50,61 on thei th dimer inside the
j th stack.2,3,8 The charge transfer energy (D), the intrastack
~with subscripti) and interstack~with subscript') dipolar
~J! and nonpolar~K! interactions, and the coupling with th
electric field~E! are described by the quasi-one-dimensio
~Q1D! Blume-Emery-Griffiths ~BEG! model,10 H5Hi
1H' , where

Hi52(
i , j

@Jipi , j pi 11,j1K ipi , j
2 pi 11,j

2 2Dpi , j
2 2Epi , j #,

~1!

H'52(
i , j

@J'pi , j pi , j 111K'pi , j
2 pi , j 11

2 #. ~2!

The intrastack dipolar interactionJi is caused by coupling
between the charge transfer and the lattice distortion,8 while
the interstack dipolar interaction is regarded as a direct in
action between the induced dipoles on adjacent stacks.
intrastack couplings are much stronger than the inters
couplings, and the electric dipoles are aligned along
stacks. The energy cost to create one D1A2 pair is given in
the limit of no molecular overlap byD5I 2A2aV, whereI
and A denote the donor’s ionization energy and the acce
er’s affinity, respectively, andaV denotes the Madelung
energy.11 Generally speaking, increasing pressure decrea
the lattice spacinga and consequently increasesV. There-
fore, D decreases upon applying pressure.

We treat the Hamiltonian~2! by using the self-consisten
chain-mean-field theory.12 Introducing the thermal average
h5^pi , j& and c5^pi , j

2 &, we have the effective 1D BEG
model,

H i
eff52(

i
@Jipipi 111K ipi

2pi 11
2 2D̃pi

22Ẽpi #

1
z'

2
NJ'h21

z'

2
NK'c2, ~3!
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whereD̃5D2z'K'c andẼ5E2z'J'h, with z'52 being
the interstack coordination number. TreatingH i

eff exactly by
the transfer-matrix method, we obtain the free energy
site,

f BEG~h,c,T!52T ln l~D̃,Ẽ,T!1J'h21K'c2, ~4!

wherel(D̃,Ẽ,T) is the maximum eigenvalue of the transf
matrix for H i

eff , given by

T5S eb(Ji1K i2D̃2Ẽ) e2b(D̃1Ẽ)/2 eb(2Ji1K i2D̃)

e2b(D̃1Ẽ)/2 1 e2b(D̃2Ẽ)/2

eb(2Ji1K i2D̃) e2b(D̃2Ẽ)/2 eb(Ji1K i2D̃1Ẽ)
D ,

~5!

with b51/T. Possible phase diagrams of the BEG mod
have been extensively studied through mean-fi
theories,10,13 renormalization-group,14 and transfer-matrix
methods.15 For the parameter regions relevant to the pres
case,Ji , J' , K i , K' , and D are all positive, so that a
solid-liquid-gas type phase diagram with proper slopes
transition lines is not obtained.

III. INTERCHAIN ELECTROSTRICTION

Then, we consider the interstack lattice degrees of fr
dom that have not explicitly been taken into account in E
~2!. It is well known that an electrostriction effect potential
converts a continuous transition to a discontinuous one, s
this gives rise to an additional negative free-energy term
contains the forth power of the relevant order parameter.16 In
the present case, we phenomenologically introduce an a
tional free energy,

f elst~c,y!52
e2c2

b01y
1

1

2
MV'

2 y2, ~6!

where the first and second terms represent Coulomb at
tion between the nearest-neighbor stacks9 and the elastic en-
ergy for the distortion in the interstack direction. The r
duced mass of TTF and CA molecule isM andV' denotes
the optical phonon frequency in theb-axis direction. Note
that f elst(c,0) has already been absorbed intoK' . The lattice
constant without distortion isb0, and y denotes the distor-
tion. By minimizing f elst(c,y) with respect toy, we obtain
the optimized lattice constant,

b~T!5b01y~T!;b02
a

2b
b0c2, ~7!

where we introduced energy scales of Coulomb and lat
processes, respectively, by

a[
e2

b0
, b[

1

2
MV'

2 b0
2 . ~8!

We thus have the energy gain due to the lattice distortion

f elst~c,T!;2«elstJic
4, ~9!

where
5-2
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«elst[
a2

4bJi
. ~10!

Using M51.8531012 Kg, b058.4310210 m, and the fact
that V' may be larger than the optical phonon frequency
the a-axis directionV i55.6531012 Hz,6 we find a dimen-
sionless electrostriction parameter is roughly given by«elst
;0.01.

Now, solving the self-consistent equations is reduced
searching (c,h) that gives the absolute minimum of the tot
free energy,f (h,c,T)5 f BEG(h,c,T)1 f elst(c,T). The ionic
phase is characterized by the ionicity condensationc51,
while the ferroelectric phase is characterized byhÞ0.

Note that, in the present scheme, any phase withcÞ1 is
regarded as ‘‘neutral’’ and that the neutral phase has alw
h50. In the BEG model, because of three statespi , j50,
61, c approaches the universal constantc52/3 in the high-
temperature limit, where the entropy term dominates the
ternal energy term. Therefore, in the parameter region wh
c continuously increases upon decreasing temperature
have 2/3,c<1. In the experiments,1 the ionicity continu-
ously increases upon decreasing temperature and jumps
c;0.3 to c;0.6 at the NIT. Thus, concerning the quantit
tive magnitude of the ionicity, there arises a difference
tween the experimental result and the present analysis.
apparent difference comes from the fact that we mapped
intrastack CT transfer and the DA dimerization onto t
simple spin-1 Ising variables. Therefore, we should reg
the difference as an artifact of the classical BEG model.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND PHASE DIAGRAM

From now on, we setJi51 as an energy unit and th
electric field E is set to be zero. In Fig. 1, we show th
temperature dependence ofc and h for various magnitudes
of D with K i50.4, K'50.06, J'50.03, and«elst50.0095.
We introduce the condensation temperatureTcond and the
crystallization temperatureTcryst. The ionicity jumps intoc
51 atTcond, while the ferroelectric order-parameter acquir
a finite magnitudehÞ0 at Tcryst. The ground state become
ionic for D,1.49. Bothc and h exhibits a discontinuous
change at the same transition temperature~the sublimation
temperature! for 1.42,D,1.49. That is to say,Tcond
5Tcryst. For D,1.42, there appears a region,Tcryst,T
,Tcond, where the system is ionic but still paraelectric. Th
region is identified with theI para phase that is observed i
TTF-CA under pressure. The point (D t51.42,Tt50.45) is
identified with thetriple point ~indicated by ‘‘TP’’ in Fig. 5!.
For D,1.42,c still exhibits a discontinuous change atTcond,
but h continuously evolves atTcryst, as shown in Fig. 1~c!.
The discontinuity jump ofc becomes smaller and seems
vanish, asD decreases, as shown in Fig. 1~d!. We stress that
this discontinuity is a direct consequence of the weak
finite electrostriction effect. Without the electrostriction, asD
decreases,Tcond and Tcryst continue to coincide with each
other, and the transition simply changes from discontinu
to continuous at some critical value ofD.10,13–15

As clearly seen from Eq.~7!, about 0.5% discontinuou
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contraction of the interstack lattice constant~unit cell param-
eter b) is accompanied by the discontinuous jump of t
ionicity. In Fig. 2, settingb0 as a length unit, we show th
temperature dependence of the unit cell parameterb given by
Eq. ~7!, using the same parameter set as that in Fig. 1.
though the magnitude of the discontinuous contraction
pends on the parameter choice of«elst andb0, the qualitative
nature (b jumps atTcomd) does not change.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence ofc andh for various magni-
tudes ofD with K i50.4, K'50.06, J'50.03, and«elst50.0095.
The condensation and crystallization temperature,Tcond andTcryst,
respectively, are indicated. The vertical dotted lines indicate disc
tinuous jump ofc andh. The temperature regions corresponding
I ferro), I para, andN phases are also indicated by horizontal arrow
Locations of theD values in ~a!–~d! are indicated in the phas
diagram of Fig. 5.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the unit cell parameteb,
b(T). Locations of theD values in ~a!–~d! are indicated in the
phase diagram of Fig. 5.
5-3
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To see the discontinuity of the ionicity more closely, w
show in Fig. 3 theD dependence of the discontinuity at th
condensation temperature,Dc. It is clearly seen thatDc de-
creases asD decreases and eventually reaches zero aD
51.25. ForD,1.25, the condensation occurs without ion
ity jump. Then, the lattice contraction atTcond also becomes
continuous. Therefore,D51.25 with the corresponding
Tcond50.76 is identified with acritical point ~indicated by
‘‘CP’’ in Fig. 5 !. This critical point is in fact a critical end
point discussed by Fisher and Barbosa.17 This result is well
consistent with the experimental fact that the ionicity jum
finishes at the critical point.2

The dielectric constant is given by«5114pa, where
the uniform polarizability is a51/T( i , j ( l ,m@^pi , j pl ,m&
2^pi , j&^pl ,m&#5(c2h2)/T. In Fig. 4, we show the tempera
ture dependence ofa for various magnitudes ofD. It is seen
that along theN-I ferro boundary, the polarizability exhibits

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the discontinuity of the
icity, Dc.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the polarizability,a. Loca-
tions of theD values in~a!–~d! are indicated in the phase diagra
of Fig. 5.
07511
sharp single cusp atTcond5Tcryst. ForDc,D,D t , a discon-
tinuous jump occcurs atT5Tcond and a cusp atT5Tcryst.
The discontinuity atT5Tcond finishes atD5Dc . Here, we
should mention that the BEG model of dipoles misses
delocalization effects. This may cause the apparently sma
polarizability peaks of order unity as seen in Fig. 4 at tra
sitions.

In Fig. 5, we show the phase diagram of the system
K i50.4, K'50.06, J'50.03, and«elst50.0095. Regarding
the decreasingD as increasing pressure, this phase diagr
is consistent with the experimentally found, pressu
temperature phase diagram of TTF-CA.2 The triple point, the
critical point, and the observed interstack lattice contract
are reproduced. For simplicity, we here ignored the cha
of D due to thermal lattice contraction. Exactly speaking,
convert ourD-T phase diagram to aP-T diagram, we need
to take account of the temperature dependence ofD, D(T).
By appropriately treatingD(T), we may obtain the corre
sponding P-T phase diagram satisfying the Clausiu
Clapeyron relation. We stress that, even when we take
simple view, a qualitative nature of the phase diagram is
changed. Identifying the triple point (D t ,Tt)5(1.42, 0.45)
with the experimentally obtained one (Pt ,Tt)
;(500 MPa,210 K), we see that our parameter choice h
corresponds toK'528 K andJ'514 K.

Lajzerowicz and Sivardie´re18 extensively developed a
mean-field analysis of the BEG model and obtained liqu
gas-solid like phase diagrams on theP-T plane. However,
they considered a lattice gas analog of a simple fluid, wh
the physical pressure of the lattice gas is simply given
2 f , with f being the Helmholtz free energy per volume.
the present context, the pressure of the spin system ha
physical meaning and the phase diagram obtained by L
erowicz and Sivardie´re cannot be applied to TTF-CA.

-

FIG. 5. ~Color online! Phase diagram forK i50.4, K'50.06,
J'50.03, and«elst50.0095. The solid and dashed lines repres
discontinuous and continuous transitions, respectively. TP and
represent the triple point and the critical point, respectively. Lo
tions of theD values used in~a!–~d! of Figs. 1, 2, and 4 are indi-
cated by the horizontal arrows.
5-4
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present work, to simulate a pressure-tempera
phase diagram of the quasi-one-dimensional mixed-s
charge-transfer~CT! complex TTF-CA,2,3 we have studied
the quasi-one-dimensional spin-1 Blume-Emery-Griffit
~BEG! model. In this scheme, the electric dipoles on a D
pair is described by classical dipoles, which is apparently
from the microscopic Peierls-Hubbard model7,19 that have
been applied to the ground-state properties of TTF-CA. T
simplification means that alldelocalization effectsare miss-
ing in the present scheme. This may cause the appare
small polarizability peaks of order unity as seen in Fig. 4
transitions. To overcome these flaws, we need to go bac
the microscopic Peierls-Hubbard model7,19 and make clear
the interplay of low-energy spin and charge-transfer dyna
ics.

We should also mention that all the microscopic degr
of freedom of spin and charge are not explicitly treated
our scheme and consequently any magnetic degrees of
dom are frozen out. Accordingly, the spin and charged s
tons or neutral-ionic domain walls, which are elementary
citations in one-dimension,7 are not incorporated in the
present scheme. It is naturally expected that in quasi-o
hy

.
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dimensional case, such one-dimensional excitations diss
ate and eventually lead to ferroelectric phase. To elucid
this dimensionality-driven process may be required to fu
describe the ferroelectric phase transition in TTF-CA. This
quite an involved problem. We keep this for future projec

Although we have the above apparent drawbacks, we m
say that our simple model rationalizes an essential poin
the multicritical behavior of TTF-CA, i.e., the interchai
electrostriction ~Coulomb-lattice coupling! exclusivelyen-
hances the charge concentration~ionicity condensation!, but
does not affect the interchain ferroelectric coupling. This
the main reason why the intermediate paraelectric io
(I para) phase appeared in between the neutral~N! and ferro-
electric ionic (I ferro) phases on theD-T phase diagram. This
scenario addressed here may give a canonical example
‘‘critical phase control in many-electron system,’’ where th
phase transition and criticality are controlled by chang
such a microscopic parameter as an electrostriction.
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